Do you still remember us! It’s time for us to remember you!

ATTACHED ARE OUR APPRECIATION LIMITED OFFER FOR CUSTOMERS WHO REGISTERED AT OUR BOOTH, NPE 2006 IN CHICAGO. THANK YOU.

REMEMBER NPE 2006?

- HYRobotics HYBRID –V 200DV series Robot for Cell phone Case insert over mold.
- Bowl feeder with Insert supply machines
- DIMA DMT 90 Tons IMM molding Machine.
- Conveyor, Temperature Controller.
- 4 TOPIV Swing Type Robots (CE certified Sprue Picking Robot)
- INSERT OVER MOLDED CELL PHONE PLASTICS CASE

THANK YOU FOR SPENDING TIME IN OUR BOOTH

IT’S TIME TO SPEND OUR TIME IN YOUR PLANT!

HYROBOTICS CORP. (www.hyrobots.com)
5988 MID RIVER MALL DR. ST. LOUIS MO 63304, USA